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Major Themes
• New Threats

- pandemics => deaths/political tensions 
- insidious terrorist threats => fear/expense
- climate change => constant emergencies

• Unprecedented in magnitude and scope

• Key Role of Resilience and Adaptation
- refocus on asset services and lives
- emphasize improvisation & lasting strategies
- consider equity of underrepresented groups



Cost of Major Disasters in the U.S.
• COVID-19: $6 trillion GDP            1 million lives
• CA Wildfires: $100 billion GDP        103 lives
• Great Recession: $3 trillion GDP             -
• Hurricane Katrina:   $120 billion GDP        1,833 lives
• September 11: $150 billion GDP        3,004 lives
• Climate Change: $100 billion annually   thousands

• ShakeOut EQ: $90 billion GDP 1,800 lives
• CA Severe Storm:   $300 billion GDP hundreds
• Seattle Anthrax: 70,000 foreclosures     thousands 
• Major Cyber Attack: ?                               ?
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The Unthinkable -- CBRN
• Dirty Bomb Attack in Downtown LA 

- Fear of contamination is immense
(social amplification of risk &                                          
stigma effects)

- Behavioral losses 15X ordinary
brick/mortar & BI losses

• Keys to Recovery
- Improved decontamination effectiveness
- Improved risk communication:  reduce fear



The Inevitable: Climate Change
• Consensus: it is happening/accelerating (IPCC)

- Increased short-term climate variability (magnitude & 
severity of storms, droughts, wildfires)

- Chronic long-term issues in terms of sea-level rise, 
heat stress, vector-borne diseases

• Keys to coping: Adaptation/Threat Mitigation 



The New Normal: Pandemics

7

• Governments’ key role in containing disease                         
spread had major implications for the economy

• Other strong influences:
- avoidance behavior (mandatory & voluntary)
- resilience (telework, supply-chain workarounds)



Interpretations of Disaster Resilience
• One refers to any action that reduces hazard losses

But, there’s a perfectly good word for actions taken 
before the event – “mitigation”

• Best use – actions taken after the disasters strikes:
- can build up resilience capacity beforehand – it’s a process 

(inventories, emergency drills, identify back-up locations)
- but these tactics are not implemented until after the disaster begins

• Can only prevent property damage before the event,
But, can reduce business interruption losses afterwards:  
- BI begins when the disaster strikes & continues until recovery
- measured in terms of lost sales revenue, GDP, employment
- Resilience is synonymous with business continuity



Economic Resilience

• Static:
‒ General Definition:  Ability of a system to maintain function when 

shocked.
‒ Econ Definition:  Efficient use of remaining resources at a given 

point in time to produce as much as possible.

• Dynamic
‒ General Definition:  Ability of a system to recover and in an 

accelerated manner.
‒ Econ Definition: Efficient use of resources over time for 

investment in repair and reconstruction, including adapting 

o Metric: losses prevented by use of a resilience tactic as a 
% of potential losses without implementation of the tactic



Resilience Example:  9/11Relocation

• 1,100 firms in WTC; 95% survived by relocating

• If all of firms in the WTC area went out of 
business, direct BI loss would = $43B

• If all relocation were immediate, then BI = 0

• Delays took place; still most businesses relocated 
within 2-4 months, so BI loss = $12B

• Resilience:  avoided loss / max potential loss  
$31B/$43B = 72%



Resilience Tactic Definition (Activities Involved)

Conservation Maintaining intended production using lower amounts of an input or inputs

Resource Isolation Modifying a portion of business operations to run without a critical input

Input Substitution Replacing a production input in short supply with another

Inventories Continuing business operations using emergency and ordinary stockpiles

Excess Capacity Using idle plant or equipment idle in place of a damaged ones

Relocation Moving some or all of the business activity to a new location

Management Effectiveness Improving the efficiency of business operations in the aftermath of a disaster

Import Substitution Importing needed production inputs when not available from local suppliers

Technological Change Improvising the production process without requiring a major investment

Production Recapture Making up for lost production by working overtime or extra shifts. 

Resource Pooling/Sharing Recontracting, selective exchange of resources, creating new partnerships 

Business Resilience Tactics



E-CAT User Interface
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Business Resilience Calculator



Conclusions

• New threats require new approaches to recovery
- risk communication to dispel fear
- short-term resilience, but cumulative lessons learned
- long-term adaptation to chronic problems

• Economic analysis tools are useful in estimating 
consequences and evaluating recovery options

• Governments’ important roles:
- improved risk communication
- facilitate private sector self-motivated resilience
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